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to beat skills shortage
Cummins is taking action to beat the
skills shortage and ensure its expanding
service support network in the South
Pacific region is effectively staffed in the
future.
“We’re developing strategies under ‘Project
Power’ to ensure Cummins is an employer
of choice,” says Gino Butera, managing
director of Cummins South Pacific.
“We currently employ around 450
qualified technicians and 200 apprentices in
the South Pacific region – Australia, New
Zealand and Papua New Guinea – and will
be taking on a further 60 apprentices over
the next two years.

Australian Reef Pilots, with Cummins as its preferred engine supplier, operates in a
challenging and potentially volatile environment.

“Attracting and retaining apprentices and
technicians is critical to the strategy that
drives everything we do at Cummins,
and that is providing superior customer
support,” Butera asserts.
“In Australia alone, we have 30 heavy
vehicle workshops that are owned
by Cummins as well as field service
technicians at 15 strategic locations around
the country.

Gino Butera...“We’re developing strategies to ensure
Cummins is an employer of choice.”

”That’s a significant commitment to our
customer base and one we are constantly looking to strengthen.”
Butera points out that Cummins is working with the Australian Department of Immigration to source
technicians from around the world, and has also added international appeal to the job profile in the
South Pacific.
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“We’re introducing what we call the ‘Cummins Passport’ program where technicians who have done
their time with Cummins South Pacific can move on to a Cummins facility anywhere in the world,” he
says.
Cummins pays its qualified technicians above-award rates, and there are a number of other
remuneration benefits. “It is not uncommon for qualified technicians to earn well in excess of $100,000
a year with allowances and overtime when working in Australia’s remote areas,” Butera reveals.
“Cummins also provides its apprentices and technicians with a quality toolbox and toolbox insurance,
fully protective clothing and footwear, and prescription safety goggles.”
Work-life balance is another key aspect of Project Power.
“We realise there must be flexible work options for our technicians so they can achieve a proper
balance in their life,” says Butera. “We are considering various work-life balance options and policies.”
He points out that Cummins is working with the Australian Industry Group on projects aimed at
attracting school leavers to Cummins.
“One of these projects is the adopt-a-school program in which each of our 37 branches in the South
Pacific will be working with selected schools to influence young people in their career choice,” he says.
“We also see retired Cummins technicians as having an important role to play,” Butera adds. “We want
to bring these technicians back on a part time basis to mentor our apprentices.
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“We also need to let parents know that an apprenticeship can be the first step of a great career. Some
of our most senior executives at Cummins began as apprentices.”

A powerful image in more ways than one for Queensland fuel haulier Kim Miller.

Cummins South Pacific News
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New lease of life for

Brisbane CityCats
Brisbane City Council’s CityCat fleet is being repowered
with Cummins QSM11 engines to reduce downtime and
improve overall operating efficiency.

Eight CityCats are having their Scania DSI 11engines removed
and replaced with the 11-litre electronic Cummins units.
Each CityCat has a twin engine installation, with the
Cummins QSM11s rated at 355 hp to give the vessels a
25-knot cruise speed.
The CityCats, which help move around five million
commuters and tourists a year, operate along a 19 km stretch
of the Brisbane River from the University of Queensland at
St Lucia to Brett’s Wharf at Hamilton.
The vessels operate 19 hours a day, all year round.
The CityCats being repowered with the Cummins QSM11s
are eight years old and their Scania engines have each
notched up around 40,000 hours. Some of the Scania engines
have had three rebuilds during this period.

“One thing that impressed us when we first showed interest
in the QSM11 was that Cummins was able to send us an
engine to look at and review for possible installation,” says
MetroLink maintenance manager Rob Mulrine.

Mulrine and his team of engineers also visited Cummins’
Brisbane facility at Darra where they had discussions with the
Cummins Powercare service and parts group.
Service and parts support were crucial to MetroLink’s
decision on the engine supplier for the repower project.
“We have high expectations of Cummins’ service response
and parts availability. Previously we had to carry a large range
of parts to minimise downtime. We won’t be doing that with
Cummins,” says Mulrine.

Out with the Scania engine… and in with the Cummins QSM 11.

“Reliability is crucial in the CityCat operation. Penalties can
be imposed if we fail to meet contract conditions.”
Rob Mulrine heads up an efficient maintenance operation for
MetroLink which operates and maintains 12 single hull ferries
as well as 10 CityCats.
“Across our entire ferry fleet breakdown hours are as low as
50 a year, so our maintenance is pretty spot on,” he says.
“We’re looking forward to the full authority electronics of
the Cummins engines, having a digital display with real-time
fuel data, diagnostics and other information at our fingertips.”
The Cummins QSM11 is being married up to the Twin Disc
QuickShift transmission in the CityCats which have up to
2,500 gearshifts a day.

MetroLink maintenance manager Rob Mulrine (right) with
Cummins’ Andrew Nicholson.

MetroLink Queensland operates, maintains and markets the
ferry network on behalf of Brisbane City Council.

The first Cummins-powered CityCat completed sea trials in
early August and is now in service and meeting expectations.
The trials saw the QSM11 engines average 19 litres per hour
during a peak hour commuter run. “We’re very happy with
this level of fuel economy,” says Rob Mulrine.

Mulrine has worked closely with Cummins’ Andrew
Nicholson to ensure the new power and support package
will provide a higher level of CityCat efficiency.
“Over the last five years the Cummins QSM11 has established
itself as a class-leader. It is under stressed at 355 hp and we
are confident it will provide greater durability in the CityCat
operation than the Scania engine,” says Nicholson.
The QSM11 can be rated up to 580 hp in commercial
application.

Aussie Custom Paks a hit in the Middle East
Custom Paks designed and manufactured by Cummins in
Australia have now gained recognition on the international stage
due to their robustness and ability to operate in intense heat.

These Custom Paks, which use the 15-litre Cummins QSX15
engine rated at 540 hp, offer up to 40 electronic control features,
all aimed at application flexibility and operating efficiency.

Twenty high performance Custom Paks have been shipped to
the Middle East for pumping water for irrigation and other
applications.

In Australia and New Zealand, Cummins Custom Paks are found
in a multitude of industrial and agricultural applications. They are
manufactured at Cummins South Pacific headquarters at Scoresby
in Melbourne.

Cummins Custom Paks are self-contained power packs that
can be tailored to specific applications ranging from drilling and
crushing to industrial and agricultural pumping.
“Power packs are manufactured at various Cummins locations
around the world, but the Australian Custom Pak was selected for
the Middle East because of its heavy-duty design and high capacity
cooling system,” says Paul Hewett, Cummins business manager for
Custom Pak products.
“The Custom Paks sent to the Middle East have a cooling package
with a 50oC plus ambient temperature capability.”

Two lines of Custom Paks are available, one featuring Cummins
engines with full-authority electronic controls and the other using
mechanical Cummins engines.
The electronic line-up spans 240 to 540 hp with the grunt coming
from Cummins QSB, QSC, QSM11, and QSX15 engines. The
mechanical range now spans 31 to 475 hp with the release of
Custom Paks powered by Cummins’ smallest engine, the A-series.
Other mechanical engines in the range are the B3.3, 4B, 6B, 6C,
M11 and N14.

QSX15 Custom Pak has a cooling package with a
50oC plus ambient temperature capability.
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Hawkins
specifies 15-litre
Cummins after
evaluation
The preference at Hawkins Road Transport is
for one brand of truck and one brand of engine,
and those preferences today are Freightliner and
Cummins.
“We bought out first Cummins engine – an NTC335
– in 1972 in a Kenworth cab-over and since that
time have predominantly had Cummins power,” says
Neville Hawkins.
Four years ago Neville decided it would be prudent
to evaluate the other American engine makes.
“We went down the path of using the three main
American engine brands to see what they were like,”
he explains.
“Six months ago we made the decision to buy only
Cummins ISX and Signature engines.

Family ties at the
heart of Hawkins
Neville and Shirley Hawkins are one of Australian
trucking’s most enduring couples.
They met in 1952, married in 1954, and straight away started
rebuilding the company, Hawkins Road Transport, that had
been founded by Neville’s grandfather in 1921.

“It was a bottom line decision based on all aspects
of operation, including service support,” he says,
decisively.
Cummins Townsville’s Ron Bainbridge meets monthly
with Neville to discuss any issues. “Ron is very helpful,
a straight-talker,” says Neville. “He’s prepared to listen
and work through any problems we may have.”
The first Freightliner came into the Hawkins fleet in
1990 and today Neville pilots a new Century Class
– a far cry from a KS International he remembers
driving 50 years ago. “It had a two-speed diff and to
change it you had to lean across and pull a lever on
the passenger side of the cab.” He chuckles, staring
into the distance. Seemingly one of the few moments
he has time to reflect on the past.

Today, Brisbane-based Hawkins Road Transport is still a family
business with a fleet of 70 prime movers and more than 150
trailers hauling fuel, produce and general freight.
Most of the fleet is dedicated to B-double and roadtrain
haulage and works out of seven company depots in
Queensland.
Neville and Shirley met in 1952 at a dance. “I was 17 and still
at school and Neville was doing commerce at university,”
she recalls clearly. “My father said I couldn’t get married until
I was 21 but Neville wasn’t going to be put off and hung
around until my father finally relented.
“We celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary last year,” says
Shirley, proudly. “When we first met we talked all night and
we’ve been talking ever since.”
Neville’s grandfather, Bartholomew, founded Hawkins Road
Transport in 1921, initially operating from Brisbane to Ipswich
in opposition to the rail, and then expanding to the Darling
Downs.
Neville remembers that the first diesel-powered truck
came into the fleet in the late 1930s. It was a British Albion
with a five-cylinder Gardner engine. Until that time, petrol
Internationals had dominated.
Harold Hawkins – Neville’s father – took over the business in
the early 1940s but ran it down.
“He was a bit of a party animal,” Shirley reflects today. Neville
inherited big debts and old trucks when he took over the
business in 1954, but he and Shirley set about the task of
rebuilding the company through sheer hard work.

Neville Hawkins… “Six months
ago we made the decision to
buy only Cummins ISX and
Signature engines.”

Shirley Hawkins… “Obviously we were born with enthusiasm
and a strong sense of adventure.”

Cummins-powered Freightliners dominate in the Hawkins fleet.

“We paid off the debts and within a couple of years had a
fleet of seven new trucks,” says Shirley.
Looking back on that period of their lives and where the
company stands today as a highly successful family enterprise,
she adds with conviction: “Obviously we were born with
enthusiasm and a strong sense of adventure.”
Now in their early 70s, Neville and Shirley’s strong work
ethic still drives the business today.
Their three daughters Anne, Kerry and Rosalind have key
roles in the company, with Rosalind in the CEO chair. Their
son John, who established the Hawkins depot in Townsville,
left the business 10 years ago to live and work in the US.
“We have 19 grandkids – 13 boys and six girls – and 10 are
working fulltime in the company,” Shirley points out. “One of
the boys is in accounting, one is in marketing and the others
are in our workshops in Brisbane and Townsville. We also
have a grand daughter working as a hostess on our ferry.”
The Hawkins family owns the ferry that transports vehicles,
passengers and freight between Brisbane and Moreton Island,
a popular holiday destination.
“Neville bought me a block of land on Moreton Island for my
birthday in 1969, we built a holiday house on it, and then we

Shirley with daughters (from left) Rosalind, who is CEO, Anne
and Kerry.

started running the first ferry to the island in 1971,” Shirley
recalls.
Neville spends much of his time today on the road piloting
a Cummins Signature-powered Freightliner, and he is
accompanied by Shirley on a couple of trips each month.
“I don’t drive anymore,” she says. “I got my truck licence in
1956 and drove until a couple of years ago.”
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THE RIGHT STUFF
Why did Queensland fuel haulier Kim Miller have these photos taken?

Was he trying to tell Western Star and Kenworth something? That they need to improve their
aerodynamics?
Or was he just wanting to sell the message that even the Royal Australian Air Force would be
grounded if it weren’t for road transport?
Perhaps Kim Miller has an artistic side that simply couldn’t resist the creation of such a powerful image.
The fact is, Kim is a highly qualified plane and helicopter pilot and no doubt his passion for flying and
the fact his trucks haul jet fuel to air force bases had something to do with an RAAF F-111 being
wheeled out for these photos.
Kim and his tireless wife Liz run their fuel haulage business, Millers Transport, out of Brisbane. Pride,
presentation and productivity are obvious elements guiding the fleet’s success.
“We’ll deliver in excess of 500 million litres of fuel this year to air force bases, airports, power
stations, coal mines, and retail sites,” Kim points out.
Most of the 15 trucks in the Miller fleet are B-doubles powered by Cummins ISX and Signature
engines and their reliability is critical for a company that operates on a just-in-time basis and prides
itself on customer service.
Similarly, fuel efficiency is a strong point of the 15-litre ISX/Signature, Kim Miller points out.
“We put a 14-litre Detroit rated at 575 hp up against a Signature 620 on a B-double run to Townsville
and return – both trucks had identical weights and gearing – and the Signature used 130 litres less,”
he reveals.
Kim Miller grew up in the outback Queensland town of Tambo. On leaving school he became an
airport refueller at Cairns and then moved back to the west where he started driving cattle trucks.
In 1986 he bought his first truck, a 500 hp Mack SuperLiner and, working out of Charleville, hauled
fuel for BP from the Eromanga refinery. This was roadtrain work, which he did for the next 10 years.
In 1996 Kim headed to Brisbane with one truck and started building Millers Transport, as it exists today.
Fuel efficiency is a strong point of the 15-litre ISX/Signature, says Kim Miller.

Fewer hassles for truck operators with Cummins fixed price servicing
Cummins has introduced fixed-price
engine services, tune-ups and in-chassis
overhauls at all its branches in Australia.
“The fixed-price program gives truck
operators the benefit of up-front costing
and ease of budgeting,” says Mike Sharp,
general manager of the Cummins
Powercare parts and service group.
“The program is valid till June 30 2006
and covers most Cummins truck engine
models still in service in Australia.
“Only Cummins genuine parts are used
and all work is performed by Cummins
factory-trained technicians.”
An operator taking advantage of a fixed
price tune-up or engine service (oil
and filter changes) is entitled to a $50
discount at the next scheduled Cummins
tune-up/service.

An operator having an in-chassis engine
rebuild under the fixed price program will
receive two $50 discount vouchers – one
for a tune-up, the other for an engine
service.
A tune-up ranges in price from $220 for
a C8.3 or ISC engine to $340 for an ISX
or Signature. It includes valve and injector
adjustment, ECM download, engine
inspection and report, charge air cooler
pressure test, turbocharger wastegate
adjustment, and inspection of belts, air
filter and coolant.
An engine service ranges in price from
$299 for a C8.3 or ISC to $455 for an
ISX or Signature. It includes replacement
of oil, oil filter and fuel filter; inspection of
belts, air filter and coolant; battery check,
and steam cleaning of engine.

Fixed price rebuilds cover a broad
range of Cummins engines from the old
generation NT855 and L10 to the new
generation ISX and Signature. All rebuilds
utilise Cummins’ latest technology
components.
“Our aim is to ensure that truck
operators achieve peak performance,
maximum reliability and lowest possible
cost of ownership from their engines,”
says Mike Sharp.
“Diesel engines provide high levels of
efficiency, but they also require correct
servicing and tuning to ensure this
efficiency isn’t compromised,” he adds.
All prices are excluding GST and are for
worked performed at a Cummins branch.
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And now

for the weather…
Two Cummins generators are backing up one of
Australia’s most important supercomputers.

“Our aim is to protect life and property,” says Peter Gigliotti,
assistant director of communications and computing
systems for the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, based in
Melbourne.

Peter Gigliotti beside
the supercomputer
that is replaced every
three years at a cost
of more than $20
million.

Meteorology is the incredibly complex science of the
atmosphere and its phenomena, involving physics, chemistry
and mathematics.

He points to Tropical
Cyclone Ingrid that
hit Australia in March
this year. It is the only
cyclone in Australian
history to impact on
the coastline of three
different states or
territories.

The operations and capabilities of the Australian bureau are
certainly staggering in their scope and complexity, reflecting
its status as a World Meteorological Centre (WMC), one
of only three globally. The others are in Moscow and
Washington.

“There were no
reports of serious
injury or death and the bureau played a key role in this. Much
of the info that flows to the emergency service organisations
is dependent on us,” Gigliotti says.

The demands on the bureau as a community service provider
are shown in these astonishing statistics: The bureau’s website,
which provides real-time weather data, records up to 67
million hits a day and 7.6 billion hits a year.

The supercomputer, installed at the bureau’s headquarters in
Melbourne and shared with the CSIRO, receives its data from
weather stations, ocean buoys, satellites, aircraft and other
bureaus worldwide.

The bureau fields seven million weather enquiries a year
by phone, fax and email, while providing 500,000 weather
forecasts a year as well as 550,000 forecasts specifically for
aviation.

“It has huge processing power and generates a lot of data,”
says Gigliotti, pointing to the fact the bureau stores over 250
terabytes of data. (One terabyte is equivalent to one trillion
bytes.)

“We’re driven by science…we’re basically a scientific
organisation,” says Peter Gigliotti. “In fact, we have a scientific
centre manned by over 100 research scientists.”

The supercomputer has a footprint of 258
square metres and needs 375,000 watts
of power to operate as a mission-critical
resource, 24 hours a day, all year round.

The supercomputer, one of the most powerful in the world
and capable of producing more than one trillion results a
second, is replaced every three years at a cost of more than
$20 million to enable the bureau to keep up to speed with
the technology required to chart Mother Nature’s course.

He points out that the 20 largest insurance claims in Australia
in the last 30 years have been caused by the weather.
“We play a key role in helping predict the weather. We
can’t stop natural disasters but we can help minimise the
destruction,” he says.

Two 660 kW Cummins generator
sets provide emergency power to the
supercomputer in the event of mains power
failure.
The diesel gensets actually feed the bureau’s
UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) system
– batteries that deliver constant power
to the supercomputer and the bureau’s central computing
facility as a whole. The UPS system incorporates six banks of
38 batteries plus a further six banks for redundancy.
In the event of mains power failure, the Cummins gensets
come on line within seconds to replenish the batteries which
can provide an hour’s back-up.

Two Cummins generators provide power to the supercomputer
in the event of mains failure.

“We had to ensure reliability so the gensets are standard
Cummins PowerCommand units with PowerCommand digital
paralleling control equipment,” explains Russell Slocomb,
power generation sales manager at Cummins Laverton.

“It is a typical Cummins power system in that it is fully
integrated with a simple single auto/manual switch for
operation.
“The two gensets provide redundancy as does one of the six
banks of batteries. This increases the system’s fault tolerance
and reliability which is critical for uninterrupted power
supply.”
“This was one of the smoothest and fastest installations of
a complete standby power system that we’ve completed for
some time,” says Adam Ferrara, Cummins Power Generation
contracts manager based at Laverton.
Stork Electrical (now Downer Electrical) placed the order
with Cummins Laverton in April 2003, and the generators
were ordered the same day and then
installed from July to November. Final
testing and commissioning occurred in
February 2004.
“It took only 10 months to install the two
660DFGD 825 kVA generators, MC150/2
Master Controller, bulk tank and fuel, sound
attenuation, and exhaust systems,” Ferrara
points out.
Commissioning was smooth, with Cummins
Laverton’s power generation engineer Nick Rousch responsible
for wiring requirements and coordinating the control interface
between the bureau’s switchgear and building management
system. All this was achieved in a cost effective, simple and
reliable method while keeping in mind the bureau’s critical
requirements for system monitoring and control.
“Downer Electrical made the comment a number of times
during the installation that the Cummins equipment was
extremely user-friendly from an electrician’s perspective of
wiring to the building management system for interfacing of
controls,” says Ferrara.
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Protecting the reef
all in a day’s work
Australian Reef Pilots (ARP) operates in a challenging and
potentially volatile environment.
Its job is to provide pilotage services on the country’s busiest
shipping channels while protecting one of Australia’s great
natural treasures – the Great Barrier Reef.
ARP takes immense pride in its safety record, and today has 31
Master Class 1 pilots who navigate hundreds of ships a year – oil
tankers, bulk carriers, container vessels, passenger liners, aircraft
carriers, destroyers and other military craft – through far north
Queensland shipping channels.
ARP, with Cummins as its preferred engine supplier, has seven
of its own vessels, and crews and operates a further four pilot
cutters for MSQ (Maritime Safety Queensland) through a service
contract with Ports Corporation Queensland.
Dhuwa, which
has a 315
hp Cummins
B5.9 driving
a Hamilton
jet, is based at
Yorke Island,
north-east of
Cape York.

Australian Reef Pilots’ launch pulls alongside a huge bulk carrier.

In 1996 ARP became the first sea-pilotage service in the world
to achieve Quality Assurance to ISO 9002 standards. Since then
the Quality system has been maintained and evolved into ISO
9001/2000 standards.
ARP’s main areas of operation are the inner route of the Great
Barrier Reef between Cairns and Torres Strait, Hydrographers
Passage (across the reef into Hay Point and Mackay), and Torres
Strait itself – the treacherous stretch of sea between the
northern most tip of Australia and the south coast of Papua
New Guinea.
Vessel reliability is critical to ARP. Bobbing around in vicious
currents in the labyrinth of scattered reefs in Torres Strait at
night without any power would test the nerve of even the most
experienced pilot and boat crew.
Also, delaying one of the world’s largest aircraft carriers or
passenger liners because of a fault with a pilot vessel would not
be the best customer relations exercise.
ARP aims to have an as-new fleet in five years through both
refurbishment of existing vessels and construction of new craft.
“We’re two years into the program now with Cummins as our
preferred engine supplier,” says Ian Lockley, technical manager
for Australian Reef Pilots.
Ian is meticulous in his planning and execution. This stems
from his many years of work in the underwater world, both as
a commercial diver and operator of sophisticated electronic
undersea equipment. “Experience has demonstrated that it is
always wise to plan, measure twice, and then cut once,” he says.
Ian is working closely with the Cummins Cairns branch on the
upgrading of the ARP fleet.
“There’s a huge choice of engines out there, but our priority is
service and back-up and Cummins has shown it has excellent
people and infrastructure,” he says.
“Our experience is that Cummins allows its branches to get on
with the job and make sensible decisions.
Ian Lockley…
“There’s a
huge choice
of engines
out there, but
our priority
is service and
back-up and
Cummins
has shown it
has excellent
people and
infrastructure.”

Waiben had its Volvo diesels removed and replaced with twin 430 hp Cummins
C8.3 engines driving Doen waterjets, providing a top speed of well over 30 knots.

“If there’s a problem we want to be able to discuss it
and achieve an outcome. You can’t beat a partnership.
That’s what it’s all about.

dynamometer for up to 20 hours before they enter
service. “This will underpin our reliability and the
reliability of the Cummins product,” he says.

“Too many companies are entrenched in policies and
perceptions,” Ian emphasises.

“Maintenance is all about planning. If you fail to plan, you
plan to fail.”

“Also, the Cummins product is a solid, tested design.
There has never been a mechanical device that has been
perfect, but when you’re coupling a diesel engine to a
waterjet and chasing constant high performance with
reliability, you need to have the basics right.

ARP currently has two Cummins-powered vessels under
construction – both with their Cummins diesel engines
driving Ultra Jet waterjets.

“Importantly, Cummins is receptive to best practice
ideas. For example, when we suggested the need for
bigger capacity air cleaners for our vessel based on
Yorke Island (in the Coral Sea) which is very dusty, I
knew the Cummins people would listen and act on it.”
Ian is constantly looking at ways to underpin and
improve reliability.
“We strive to achieve aircraft maintenance standards
because we want close to 100% reliability,” he says,
sternly.
“All the important operating parameters of our vessels
are monitored and recorded.
“We do regular oil analysis and filter inspections. We
actually cut the filters open and check them for any
obvious sign of metal particles.
“Our fuel is pre-filtered where possible before it goes
on to the vessels.”
Ian now also wants to bed-in new engines on a

One is a 9.4-metre vessel with a single Cummins B5.9
rated at 315 hp and capable of a service speed of 25
knots, while the other has twin Cummins C8.3 engines
rated at 430 hp and capable of 30 plus knots.
“The Cummins engines already in service are proving to
be reliable and a value for money package,” says Ian.
The longest serving Cummins engines have notched
up over 2,000 hours. They are in the 12-metre Waiben
which had its original Volvos removed and replaced with
twin 430 hp Cummins C8.3s driving Doen jets which
provide a top speed of well over 30 knots.
The 10.5-metre Torpilot originally had a Perkins and this
was replaced with a 315 hp Cummins B5.9 which has
notched up close to 2,000 hours.
The newest vessel is the 9.4-metre Dhuwa which has
a single 315 hp Cummins B5.9 driving a Hamilton
waterjet and capable of a top speed of 28 knots. It has
done around 800 hours. This is a land-based craft that is
transported to and from the water on a trailer on Yorke
Island, 80 nautical miles north-east of Cape York.
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An ‘oresome’

experience in the Pilbara
and we’ve had to use the shutters a couple of
times with some strong blows as cyclones have
headed down the coast.”
The Pilbara coast, where Karratha is located, has
the highest rate of boat ownership per capita in
Australia, and it’s a constant topic of conversation
at the dinner table – from Bruce’s end at least
– that they should become part of the national
statistic! “I enjoyed having a boat years ago in
Perth, and would love to buy one here to take
the family out to catch some dinner, or just
explore the islands of the Dampier Archipelago.
But we’ve been renovating the house, and there
always seems somewhere else to head off to for
holidays,” he says.
Since being in the north west, Bruce and his
family have tried to see as much of the region as
they can including Eighty Mile Beach, Port Hedland, Onslow,
Pannawonica, Millstream-Chichester National Park, Coral Bay,
and Exmouth which they’ve fallen in love with and visited
a number of times. “Although I’ve been fortunate through
work to visit Newman, Paraburdoo, Tom Price and Karijini
National Park, Jean hasn’t been that far inland, so we’re
hoping during our next holidays to explore that part of the
East Pilbara,” says Bruce.

The Burton family… enjoying the lifestyle in the north west of Western Australia.

Port Hedland
Karratha
Onslow
PILBARA

Moving to the
remote north west
of Western Australia
from Perth was
never in the career
plan of Cummins
Karratha product
support manager
Bruce Burton and
his family.

However, when the
service manager’s
position became
vacant in 2002,
he and wife Jean
Perth
thought it would be a
great opportunity to experience not
only the landscape and communities of the
north west, but also the mining and resources environment.
Also, having been the field service coordinator at the Perth
branch for three years, Bruce was ready for a new challenge.
So, with their five-month-old son Leo, they packed up and
headed for the Pilbara.
“We arrived in February and little did we know it’s one of
the hottest months of the year, towards the end of a sixmonth hot season,” says Bruce. “It’s called the Wet but we
didn’t see any rain until later that year and, with a faulty air
conditioning unit, the first few months were pretty hot and
sticky.” Fortunately for the family, the winter months well
and truly made up for the summer, with cloudless days and
temperatures in the mid-20s.
Another thing that puzzled Bruce and Jean when they arrived
were the number of what they thought were security screens.
“We thought we’d come to the burglary capital of the north
west, until we realised they were cyclone shutters,” says Jean.
“There’s an active cyclone season from November to March,

The family has also grown, with baby Rex arriving last August.
“He’s another reason the boat’s been put on hold,” smiles
Bruce. “I don’t think they make life jackets that small.”

city, costs $3 in Karratha,” says Jean. “And as for petrol, it hit
$1a litre just after we arrived, and the last time I checked it
was $1.52 – I don’t fill my car too often any more, but who
am I kidding!”
Diesel is a way of life for Bruce in the newly created position
of product support manager. He spends a lot of time on
the bitumen and gravel servicing customers predominantly
in the mining industry, but also in power generation and
trucking. With the current boom in iron ore production, led
by ravenous demand from China, there are over 250 high
horsepower Cummins K-series engines in the Pilbara, mainly
at the BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto mines. “Having been in the
service manager’s position for three years, the customers
already have a familiar face to deal with and are appreciating
the extra commitment Cummins is making to their business
relationships,” says Bruce.
That commitment has also been demonstrated by the rapid
increase in staff at the Karratha branch. From 2002, when
there were four field service technicians and five office staff,
the numbers have since swelled to 11 technicians, including
two based permanently in Newman and Paraburdoo, two
additional positions in the service department, and Bruce’s
position. The plan is also to add field service technicians
in the Tom Price and Port Hedland areas. Although the
conditions can be harsh during the summer, the rewards
and experiences have enticed a number of young technicians
to the region who are keen to hone their skills during this
growth period.
Bruce continues to be enthusiastic about Cummins’ position
in the market and the role he’s playing within it. “I never
get tired of seeing the engines at work in the variety of
equipment employed by industry up here – the scale of
industry is truly awesome. Plus it’s a great lifestyle for the
kids, with less crowds and a real sense of community,” he
says. His enthusiasm has certainly rubbed off on Leo, who’s
now nearly four and looking forward to the day he can be an
excavator driver or a mechanic, like dad. And does dad want
him to follow in his father’s footsteps? “Whatever makes him
happy,” smiles Bruce.

Bruce Burton… spends a lot of his time servicing customers at
the iron ore mines in the Pilbara where there are over 250 high
horsepower Cummins engines ranging from 750 to 2,500 hp.

Living in the Pilbara isn’t cheap either. Being over 1500 km
from Perth, most goods attract a transport surcharge which
makes shopping an eye-opener compared with city prices.
There are other noticeable increases. “We were surprised to
see something like the Saturday paper, which costs $2 in the

Cantering around the Pilbara
With the global demand for iron ore resulting in larger and more productive mines across Western Australia’s Pilbara
region, Cummins Karratha has increased its number of field service technicians to better serve its mining customers. As a
result, the branch has introduced a larger field service vehicle based on the Mitsubishi Canter truck.
Cummins Karratha branch manager Wade Romeyn says, “Being a light truck, its biggest difference from our current four
wheel drive vehicles is its increase in carrying capacity, with a total GVM of 4,495 kg.
“With our technicians travelling over 60,000 kilometres annually, and often with hundreds of kilometres between jobs, that
extra weight capability can mean the difference between a day’s travelling to collect parts, which all adds to the bottom line.”
Wade will be monitoring the truck’s performance over the next 12 months to see how it compares not only with the other
four wheel drives working out of Karratha, but also similar GVM Iveco vehicles in operation with Cummins in the eastern
states. “If it proves a valuable asset to our technicians and customers, we may phase in more trucks in the future,” he says.
Colin Windle, who has been assigned to the vehicle, loves it. “It gives me more room in the back to work out of, and the
cab is roomier too. I’ve also found I’m not as tired at the end of a long drive.”
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Cummins field service engineer Peter Mustone
(left) checks out a Signature download with Robert
Russell, operations manager for Scarcella.

Scarcella goes ‘slippery’…
and saves big dollars
A move to more aerodynamic prime movers is paying off
big time for roadtrain operator F&A Scarcella of Narellan, NSW.
The company began looking at aerodynamics as one way
to reduce operating costs when diesel prices began their
upward spiral last year.
The bottom line for Scarcella is a fuel saving in excess
of 28,000 litres a year for each of the droop-snoot T604
Kenworths it is running to Darwin on roadtrain doubles and
triples haulage.
Scarcella’s three T604s are averaging 1.32 km/litre compared
with 1.22 km/litre for three traditionally-styled prime movers
it is operating on the same work.
All six prime movers have Cummins Signature 620 engines with
peak torque set at 1850 lb ft instead of the top-level 2050 lb ft.

“We’ve swapped trailers and drivers and the T604s still
maintain their fuel economy leadership,” company director
John Scarcella points out. “Obviously their streamlined shape
is the deciding factor.

largely to aerodynamic drag.”

”Over 400,000 km, the fuel economy improvement translates
to a saving of 27,943 litres.”

Scarcella switched to Cummins Signature power for
its roadtrain prime mover fleet in 2001 for improved
performance without the fuel burn penalty. Today, the
company runs 10 Generation II Signatures and two
Generation II ISXs.

Cummins field service engineer Peter Mustone has kept a
close eye on the Scarcella exercise and confirms the findings.
“You only have to look at the engine load factors,” he
says, pointing to the downloads from the Signature engine
computers.
“The Signatures in the aerodynamic prime movers have a
load factor of 50% while those in the traditionally-styled units
have a load factor of 58% - an increase that can be put down

The percentage of fuel needed to overcome air resistance
increases dramatically as vehicle speed increases. At 90 km/h,
around 50% of the fuel burned is used to overcome air resistance.

“Cummins’ Generation II engines and the service support in
Darwin, Cloncurry and Sydney have been crucial to limiting
downtime in our long distance express and refrigerated
haulage operation,” says John Scarcella.

Cleaner, quieter Cummins

gensets for V/Line locos
V/Line’s N-class locomotives have begun delivering
cleaner generator power for improved passenger comfort
thanks to the installation of new Cummins generator sets.

One of the 25 V/Line N-class locomotives that will get the cleaner,
quieter Cummins gensets.

has a catalytic purifier in the exhaust system.

The gensets supply power to the carriages for lighting and
air conditioning.

The generators also have Cummins PowerCommand
Control, a digital system that provides total genset
integration with enhanced monitoring, metering and
control features.

V/Line, Victoria’s largest regional passenger transport
operator, operates 25 N-class locomotives on passenger
services. All 25 locomotives will have the new Cummins
gensets installed.

An interface panel to the gensets is easily accessed by the
train drivers and maintenance staff for simplified system
monitoring and control. A single switch provides
auto/manual operation of the gensets.

The four-stroke Cummins diesel generators replace
obsolete two-stroke Detroit units which produce excessive
smoke and noise, creating discomfort for passengers
waiting on station platforms.

Extended oil change intervals of 76 days/750 hours are
being achieved with the Cummins engines powering the
generators. “These intervals are determined by engine fuel
burn rates and confirmed by regular oil sampling,” Ross
Pink explains.

The Cummins gensets also have a ‘soft start’ capability,
meaning they ramp up gradually which is less intrusive
when a train is being pre-conditioned at the station.
The need for cleaner-running generators has been driven
by the $700 million redevelopment of Melbourne’s Spencer
Street Station, the state’s largest rail terminal which is fully
roofed.
The Cummins gensets are being installed by EDI Rail – a
division of Downer EDI – which performs all of V/Line’s rail
fleet maintenance.
“The first two gensets were installed around 12 months
ago and have been operating faultlessly,” says EDI
Rail maintenance engineer Ross Pink. “They’re a huge
improvement in terms of reduced noise and emissions.”

EDI Rail maintenance engineer Ross Pink… “The Cummins gensets
are a huge improvement in terms of reduced emissions and noise.”

The gensets have a 202 kW prime power rating and are
installed behind the driver’s cab in front of the locomotive’s
main engine. To further reduce emissions, each generator

The gensets are easily accessed by the train drivers and
maintenance staff for simplified system monitoring and control.
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New Sydney skyscraper
plugs into Cummins
“A major feature of the Cummins gensets is that
they can accept full load in one step,” says Cummins
project manager Cliff Hobbs. “This will allow the
building to come back on-line much quicker after a
power outage.”
Representatives of project builder Bovis Lend
Lease, electrical consultant Norman Disney Young
and installation contractor TSF Engineering were
impressed with the one-step full-load capability
during a demonstration at the Cummins Power
Generation manufacturing facility in Singapore.
Factory testing included an eight-hour full-load
test of the generators, calibration checks of all
PowerCommand controls and meters, and proving of
all safety switches to ensure correct operation and
protection of the generator and system.
“Another feature of the emergency power system
at 126 Phillip Street is the mains paralleling which
Deutsch Bank along with a number of the city’s leading legal firms occupy
allows seamless transfer of the building loads back to
most of 126 Phillip St, Sydney’s third tallest office tower at 240 metres.
the mains supply,” Cliff Hobbs explains. “This means
there is no power interruption from generator supply
When Sydney’s newest landmark office tower opens in
to
mains
supply after a power outage, so there is no impact
September, Cummins Power Generation will ensure that
whatsoever
on building services and computer systems – a
Deutsch Bank along with a number of the city’s leading legal
huge
benefit,
particularly during business hours.”
firms have the best emergency power system available.
The $500 million building – known simply as 126 Phillip
Street – is Sydney’s third tallest office tower at 240 metres. It
is the second-tallest building in the world with fewer than 40
stories. Only Al Faisaliyah Centre in Riyadh is taller.
The building, especially its distinctive roof-type spires, has
already created a stir in Sydney. As one
newspaper observed: “…it is topped by what
look like upturned knitting needles, goalposts
or even a drag queen’s headdress… and
whatever you think of Sydney’s newest office
tower, it is exceptionally difficult to miss.”

This feature is provided by the Cummins MC300 Master
Controller which immediately responds to a power outage
by starting the generators and changing the building load over
to emergency power in a fast and responsive manner. The
MC300 also monitors the building load and provides 16 levels

Designed by British firm Foster & Partners, led
by the internationally acclaimed architect Sir
Norman Foster, 126 Phillip Street is a radical
departure from traditional office design and
operation.

The system was commissioned by Cummins application
engineer Lindsay Wood and service technician Dennis Lo.

New top-power
rating for
roadtrain QSK19
Cummins has released a 650 hp rating for its
19-litre QSK19 off-highway roadtrain engine.
Until now, the only QSK19 rating has been 600 hp at
2100 rpm, with peak torque of 1950 lb ft at 1300 rpm.
The new 650 hp rating, which has been on trial in a
coal haulage operation in Queensland, has peak torque
of 2050 lb ft at 1300 rpm.

“We have programmed in torque of 2050 lb ft to
allow use of a standard on-highway transmission.”
Cummins project manager Cliff Hobbs (left) checks through the installation of
the emergency power system with David Van Brussel, contracts manager for the
Cummins Power Generation team at Wetherill Park in Sydney.

In the last 18 months more than 60 QSK19 engines
have been ordered for extreme-duty roadtrain
applications and all engines are delivering outstanding
reliability and durability.
Some of these applications see the QSK19 propelling
loads in excess of 400 tonnes.

Those working in the building will have a daily
thrill, with the 16 glassed-in lifts on the outside
of the building giving a view across the city.

The QSK19, the modern descendant of the legendary
K19, has full authority electronic controls and can
be rated up to 800 hp in mining and other industrial
applications.

Deutsche Bank has leased about 40% of the
building’s 43,000 square metres, with lawyers
occupying much of the rest, and in the event
of a power outage they will be relying on
an emergency power system installed by
Cummins.
The state-of-the-art system utilises two
Cummins PowerCommand 1760DQKD
generator sets, each producing 1760 kWe,
complete with PowerCommand digital
paralleling control equipment.
The generators are powered by Cummins
60-litre QSK60 engines which are fed with
diesel from a 100,000-litre tank. This is enough
capacity for the generators to run at full load
for two days.

“The Cummins MC300 also provides a full system test
function which allows the generators to be regularly
exercised with the true building loads without annoying
interruptions to the building power supply,” Cliff Hobbs
explains. “This instils confidence in the system as well as
benefiting system maintenance.”

“There has been demand for higher horsepower from
the QSK19 and because of the exceptional durability
of the engine there are no concerns offering the
higher output,” says Ross McDonald, general manager
of truck engine business for Cummins South Pacific.

The entire core of the building – elevators,
staircases, toilets – is relocated to a complex
of its own on the western facade of the
building, making it the first remote office core
in Australia.
The relocation of the core allows an
uninterrupted floorplate – one of the
largest such floorplates in the world – giving
occupiers unlimited flexibility for fit out and
future business requirements.

of load control to ensure the system precisely meets the
building load demands.

The state-of-the-art power system utilises two Cummins gensets, each producing
1760 kWe, with Cummins PowerCommand digital paralleling control equipment.
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CAPRICORN CRUISIN’

Anthony and Deborah Skillen… sold their house, their car, everything, to be able to buy their
marine business in Redcliffe, Queensland, in 2000.

Anthony Skillen and his wife Deborah sold their house, their car, everything, to be able to
buy their marine business in Redcliffe, Queensland, in 2000.

The Skillens set up Capricorn Cruisers when they saw an opportunity to succeed with a
competitively priced boat in the flybridge cruiser segment.

Today, that business – Sundown Marine – is Australia’s largest dealer for Mustang Pleasure
Boats and Yamaha, and Queensland’s largest dealer for aluminium boat manufacturer
Quintrex.
As well, the Skillens have established their own boat-building business – Capricorn Cruisers
– which is making its mark in the flybridge cruiser market, with Cummins MerCruiser Diesel
engines contributing to its success.
“Deborah runs the parts, service and chandlery departments at Sundown Marine and I look
after the sales,” says Anthony, 32, discussing a business that has notched up a 50% increase in
turnover in recent years.
This is a remarkable achievement for a young couple who back their own judgement with
plain hard work, passion for what they’re doing, and a team of dedicated employees.

“We launched our first boat, the Capricorn Classic 38, at the Sanctuary Cove International
Boat Show in 2003, and the business has taken off from there,” Anthony points out.
“We’ve just built our first 40-footer and we’re moving to bigger premises in Redcliffe so we can
build a 51-footer which we’ll launch in 2006.”
The Capricorn 51 will be powered by a pair of Cummins Quantum QSM11 engines rated at
660 hp, an obvious choice following the success of the smaller electronic Quantum engine, the
5.9-litre QSB, in the Capricorn 38.
“The QSB rated at 380 hp is the perfect engine for our 38-footer,” Anthony says decisively.
“The difference between the QSB and the mechanical B370 Cummins engine is huge in terms
of response, and smoke and noise levels.

Anthony Skillen’s working life was far removed from the boating industry prior to he and
Deborah buying Sundown Marine. He built concrete swimming pools after leaving school,
switched to bricklaying and then became a butcher.

”We’re so impressed with the QSB380 that we’ve made it the standard engine offering in our
Capricorn 38, while the new QSB 425 hp rating is standard in our Capricorn 40.”

“Deborah’s father owned a wholesale company that supplied meat to restaurants, and I ran
that with 11 butchers for six years,” says Anthony, reflecting on his varied work career.
Meanwhile, he’d bought his first boat – a Haines Hunter – from Sundown Marine and
became friends with the owners of the business, Russell and Denise Wright.
“I said to the Wrights that if they ever decided to sell the business to let me know first,”
says Anthony.
The Wrights did decide to sell and Anthony and Deborah set about putting their own stamp
on the one-stop boating centre at Redcliffe, north-east of Brisbane.
They suffered a major setback in their first year with the bankruptcy of Outboard Marine
Corporation, manufacturer of Johnson and Evinrude engines.
“We survived that and got on with building the business,” says Anthony with a definite tone
of pride. “We have 30 employees today at Sundown Marine – there were 21 when we bought
it – and we have 15 at Capricorn Cruisers which we started with three people in 2002.
“We’re always looking for opportunities to take the business to a higher level,” he adds.

Capricorn 40 is standard with the Cummins QSB 425.

The technical and service
support from Cummins in
Brisbane is another key factor
behind the decision to make
Quantum power standard in
the Capricorn line-up. This
influence extends to the
standard genset offering – the
digital e-QD model – from
Cummins subsidiary Onan.
An interesting aside is that the
first Capricorn 38 equipped
First Capricorn 40 in action.
with Cummins QSB engines
was bought by Sydney businessman Michael Emanuel late last year. “He’s so impressed with the
boat that he has sold his business to become our dealer in Sydney,” Anthony reveals.

New 425 hp rating for Cummins QSB
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel (CMD) has announced a new
top-power rating for its Quantum QSB engine. The 5.9-litre
diesel now punches out a maximum 425 hp at 3000 rpm, up
from the previous peak of 380 hp.
The QSB, released in Australia last year, is a fully electronic
derivative of the popular and well proven Cummins B-series
mechanical engine. The QSB platform now extends from 230 hp
to 425 hp, serving both recreational and commercial markets.
Central to the engine’s efficiency is the high-pressure common
rail fuel system which improves fuel
economy and power-to-weight ratio,
virtually eliminates smoke and odour, and
significantly reduces noise.
Vertically mounted fuel injectors are
centered over the combustion chamber
for cleaner, more efficient combustion and
better durability. The QSB block is scalloped
on the sides and uses a skirt stiffening plate
between the oil pan and the block. These
features provide increased strength and
reduced noise as well as allowing the higher
power rating.

Idle noise from the QSB is reduced by as much as 80%.
All new Quantum Series engines, including the QSB5.9-425, use
the CMD SmartCraft multiplexing control and communications
system. Transfer of information between the engine and
vessel sensors to the helm is accomplished over a datalink
which significantly reduces the amount of wiring in the engine
room and at the helm. This promotes ease of installation and
increases the reliability of the electrical system by reducing
the number of terminals and wires that can corrode. The
SmartCraft system incorporates inputs from the engine
along with many other boat systems, such as
fuel tank levels, GPS, steering, water depth
and temperature. SmartCraft constantly
monitors engine performance,
providing instant diagnostics and
operations data at the helm.

QSB is now available with a new top-power
rating of 425 hp, up from 380 hp.

The QSB is also compatible with
CMD’s new electronic throttle and shift
system (ETS) which can be used with
one or two engines and can support
up to six stations in a boat. ETS is an
improvement over other electronic

control systems by requiring only one control processor in
the engine room. ETS provides captains with control of engine
throttle, transmission direction, transmission lockout, and
engine synchronisation without any mechanical cables.

New 500 hp rating for QSC
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel has released a new 500 hp rating
for its Quantum QSC engine.
The fully electronic 8.3-litre QSC, which was released in
Australia last year, is now offered with three ratings – 490 hp at
2500 rpm, 500 hp at 2600 rpm, and 540 hp at 2600 rpm.
The new 500 hp rating can be used with the smaller ZF-280A-1
transmission to reduce the total package cost.
Like its QSB stablemate, the QSC features a new high-pressure
common rail fuel system which improves fuel economy, reduces
idle noise, and virtually eliminates smoke and odour.
A combination of a wastegated turbocharger, a 24 valve
cylinder head, and a highly efficient aftercooler will allow a boat
to accelerate quickly up on plane. During acceleration, the
common rail fuel system allows more torque to be delivered to
the propeller without an increase in smoke.

Success
set in concrete
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Peter Morlacci (left), who came to Australia from Italy in
1960, with son Ennio. “We’ve come a long way… ” says Peter.

Settling in Melbourne in the early ’60s Morlacci began
driving tippers and in 1967 bought his first truck – an
International C-series powered by a supercharged 180 hp
C180 Cummins.
“That was a big banger in those days,” says Morlacci, who
was a subbie for Pioneer at the time and operated his
Cummins-powered Inter as a single drive prime mover
coupled to a single axle tipper.
By the mid-’80s Peter Morlacci had set up his own concrete
and garden supply business, operating four mini-mix trucks
and three tippers. In 1995 Campbellfield Concrete & Mini
Mix was established and real growth of the business began.
Until two years ago, Japanese trucks dominated
Campbellfield Concrete’s agitator fleet. Then the company
bought its first Iveco ACCOs with Cummins ISC engines.

When Peter Morlacci arrived in Australia from Italy in
1960, he had one suitcase and a couple of lira in his pocket.
He was only 22.
Today, at 68, Morlacci gives no hint that he is about to
relinquish the helm of a company – Campbellfield Concrete
& Mini Mix – that he has shaped and developed in Melbourne
over the last 30 years.

“We wanted Cummins engines in our agitator fleet to
reduce costs,” says Ennio Morlacci, Peter’s son. “We found
that once the Japanese trucks began to clock up the
operating hours, maintenance costs started to blow out.
“The ACCO was also appealing because of its light tare
weight.”

Reliability and durability improvements are also part
of the new ISC package.

Campbellfield Concrete operates two other plants in
suburban Melbourne – at Maidstone and Campbellfield – but
neither has the loading capacity of the Laverton facility which
can deliver an impressive 270 cubic metres an hour.

Cummins is the preferred power with all engine purchases
in recent years focusing on the 8.3-litre ISC for concrete
agitator work, and the 15-litre ISX and Signature for the
tipper operation.

Cummins has announced a new generation
ISC engine that delivers improvements in a number
of key areas.
The 8.3-litre ISC features a new high-pressure
common-rail fuel system resulting in increased
performance, lower emissions, and noise reduction of
more than 30 percent.

We met up with Peter Morlacci at his company’s new stateof-the-art concrete plant in Laverton. “Our investment here is
$7.5 million and that doesn’t include the trucks,” says Peter.

A total of 44 company agitator trucks operate from the three
plants, while 12 tippers – a mix of semi-trailer, truck-and-dog and
B-double units – feed the plants with cement and aggregates.

New fuel
system injects
Cummins
ISC with key
improvements

“We have taken a popular and proven product and
made it even better,” says Ross McDonald, general
manager of Cummins South Pacific’s truck engine
business.
Cummins Signature power is preferred in the tipper fleet.
“We’re rapt in the Signatures,” says Ennio Morlacci.

“We’ve come a long way,” says Peter Morlacci simply,
reflecting on the prominent standing of his company in
the concrete industry today – a far cry from his humble
beginnings in Australia in the early 1960s.

The 11 ACCOs in the fleet comprise nine 8x4 units with
their Cummins ISC engines rated at 315 hp, and two 6x4s
with 280 hp ISCs. A major benefit of the electronic engine,
says Ennio, is the ability to precisely set and limit PTO speed,
thus preventing over-revving. “We have all our PTOs limited
to 1500 rpm,” he points out.

Morlacci left school in Italy at 13 and started work with his
father in road construction. His first job was carting around
a water bucket for the workers. He eventually bought a Fiat
tipper, then decided to immigrate to Australia.

The tipper fleet is spearheaded by a Signature 580-powered
Western Star truck-and-dog combination piloted by Ennio
Morlacci, and two bonneted Kenworths, also with Signature
580s, propelling B-doubles.
“When we’re busy we do 600 to
700 km a day on local work,” Ennio
points out. “We’re absolutely rapt in
the Signatures, their responsiveness,
their torque, everything. I can do
12 hours in the truck and go home
relaxed. That’s important.”
Campbellfield Concrete has a
close relationship with Cummins
Campbellfield where all routine
servicing of the fleet is carried out.

Campbellfield Concrete wanted Cummins engines in its agitator fleet to reduce costs.

“If we ring Cummins with a problem
they get on to it promptly,” says
Ennio. “They’re positive. They’re
prepared to discuss a problem and
come up with a solution. Guys like
Bruno Cardamone, Mark Polanske,
Steve Ellul and Nick Gorgievski do a
great job.”

“With the new ISC, operators will see improvements
in performance and reliability while benefiting from
lower operating costs.”
The new ISC, with a ratings span of 240 to 315 hp,
will be offered in Australia in Iveco, Mack, Sterling,
Kenworth and Autocar chassis.
The high-pressure common-rail fuel system gives
the ISC multi-injection capability which spreads
combustion out, reducing engine noise by more than
30 percent and lowering emissions.
The common-rail design maintains high injection
pressures regardless of engine rpm for optimum
performance and low emissions across the entire
power range. A new Holset wastegated turbocharger
contributes to the performance boost.
Durability is improved through use of roller cam
followers, targeted piston cooling, a more efficient
lube cooler, and optimised coolant flow which
reduces cylinder temperatures.
The engine block and cylinder head have been
redesigned for improved strength.
The ISC uses the same Electronic Control Module
(ECM) and software as all Cummins engines, with
all the latest diagnostics, prognostics, maintenance
monitoring as well as engine protection and engine
shutdown features as standard equipment.
The ISC also has a rear engine power take-off to
meet auxiliary power needs.
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Top awards for Cummins technician
Cummins Grafton’s David McAlister has won the prestigious NSW
award, Top Apprentice in the Vehicle Trades, made by the Motor Traders’
Association of NSW.
He received the award on September 8 at a special industry presentation at
the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour.
David has won two other significant awards in 2005.
He was named North Coast Apprentice of the Year by the NSW Department
of Education & Training, and also won the Norm Beaton Memorial Award for
outstanding achievement in the automotive industry.
In 2004 as a 3rd year apprentice, David was named Apprentice of the Year

Butler heads up
Cummins Sydney
David Butler has been appointed Cummins Wetherill
Park (Sydney) branch manager.
From early 2003 David was Cummins branch manager at
Newcastle and its satellite operation at Muswellbrook in
the Hunter Valley.
David started his working
career as an apprentice with
Lake Boga Transport and
joined Cummins in 1988 as
a technician at the Swan Hill
facility in Victoria.
He was promoted to service
manager at Cummins Swan
Hill in 1990, and then became
branch manager in 1994.

by North Coast Group Training, having completed his TAFE studies with
distinction.
David has achieved an early release from his apprenticeship and is now a
qualified tradesman with Cummins Grafton.
Born in Papua New Guinea in January 1984, David moved to Australia in 1986.
He began with Cummins Grafton as a 1st year apprentice diesel technician in
January 2002 after completing Year 12.
“David has been an outstanding apprentice, showing exceptional diligence and
enthusiasm,” says Cummins Grafton branch manager Ken Rose. “He is highly
motivated and has displayed all the key attributes that our customers expect
– responsiveness, assurance, capability, empathy and reliability.”

New Zealand branch manager

Grant Parkinson has been appointed Cummins
Palmerston North branch manager in New Zealand.

After serving his apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic, Grant
went on to head up the truck division of a Ford dealership
in Wellington and then purchased a truck, industrial and car
repair workshop that he ran for 11 years with his wife, Clare.
His next career move was to the New Zealand Fire Service
where he was central region fleet manager for all appliances

New Cummins
MerCruiser
sales boss

David Butler

David moved to Cummins Wodonga as branch manager in
1998, and also had overall responsibility for the Leeton and
Swan Hill branches.
“David provided the leadership that has led to the growth
of the Newcastle operation as well as the dominance of
the Cummins brand in the mining business in the Hunter
Valley,” said Col Russell, Cummins area director for NSW.

David McAlister

Andrew Nicholson

and ancillary equipment. Grant
then went to AB Equipment in
Wellington, as service manager,
and this was followed by a
position with leasing company
Esanda as industrial equipment
manager for NZ.

Grant Parkinson

Grant recently completed studies in business management.

His most recent success is the contract to repower
Brisbane City Council’s CityCat fleet with Cummins
QSM11 engines.
Andrew came to Australia from the UK in 1994 where he
had been responsible for a fleet of 500 vehicles as service
manager for Ryder Truck Rental & Leasing. He’d earlier
served his apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic.

Andrew Nicholson has been
appointed marketing and sales manager
for Cummins MerCruiser Diesel South Pacific.

Andrew, who is currently doing a Diploma of Business,
will be based at Cummins MerCruiser Diesel (CMD)
headquarters at Labrador on the Gold Coast.

Andrew joined Cummins in Brisbane eight years ago in
industrial and marine equipment sales. He has since played
a key role in developing Cummins’ marine business in
Queensland.

CMD is a 50/50 joint venture between Cummins and
Mercury Marine, and offers a broad range of diesel marine
propulsion systems from 120 to 660 hp.

Hogg’s bronze in world titles
Australian track cyclist Jeremy Hogg, sponsored by
Cummins, won a bronze medal at the 2005 World Junior
Track Championships in Vienna, Austria, in August.
Hogg was a member of the three-man team that claimed
the medal in the team sprint.

Leeanne Higgins, service
receptionist at Cummins Townsville,
has taken out the Trainee of the Year
title awarded by TORGAS. Leeanne
won the Administrative Trainee award
and went on to win the overall
Trainee of the Year award. Pictured
with Leeanne is her line manager
Michelle Bourke and Queensland area
director Brian Doyle.

Photo courtesy of Maximum Attack

The world championships were Hogg’s third appearance
in an Australian team following the Oceania Games last
December and the Australian Youth Olympic Festival in
January.

Trainee of the Year

In the 2005 Australian Track Cycling Championships
Hogg won gold in the men’s under-19 keirin and joined
Queensland’s three-man gold medal winning team in the
under-19 team sprint. He also secured bronze in the
under-19 men’s 1 km time trial.
Hogg, now 17, lives in Rockhampton.
Jeremy Hogg

Cummins Cruisers raise $8000 for MS Society
The Cummins Cruisers from Brisbane
raised $8000 in a recent charity bike
ride for the MS Society of Queensland.
It was the 4th consecutive Brissie to the
Bay bike ride that the Cruisers were the
highest corporate fund-raising team. The
55 km ride attracted around 2000 riders
in total. The money raised goes towards
finding a cure for MS (multiple sclerosis)
which is a chronic, often disabling disease
that randomly attacks the central nervous
system.

The Cummins Recon message - EVERYTIME GENUINE is now emblazoned on a new trailer

New Cummins
ReCon Trailer
The Cummins Recon message - EVERYTIME GENUINE - is now
emblazoned on a new trailer that collects used components from Cummins
branches and delivers them to the Cummins ReCon facility at Scoresby in
Melbourne for remanufacturing. ReCon was established as a major facility
in 1987 to bring a new standard of excellence to remanufacturing. The plant
has remanufacturing lines for turbochargers, cylinder heads, fuel systems, air
compressors, water pumps, connecting rods and complete engines.
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Commentary

focus

Staff Milestones

2005

July - December

In our Staff Milestones in the previous issue of Cummins Commentary we inadvertently
omitted two important milestones: Ian Alexander completed 35 years of service in June,
while Ian Bates completed 30 years in May.

July
5 years

Michael Dalton (Brisbane), Robert Pastore (Laverton), Kevin Hogben
(Dandenong), Tomislav Brdanovic (CBM), Don Peiris (Scoresby), Lien Huynh
(Scoresby), Vicki Pafumi (Scoresby)

10 years

Michael Keal (Cairns), Brendon Laing (Townsville), Richard Smout
(Wodonga), Raymond Bacon (Swan Hill), Philip Wright (Grafton),

15 years

Branko Stojakovic (CBM), Craig Jenkinson (Adelaide), Paul Grady (Sydney),

20 years

Glen Harrington (Tamworth)

August
5 years

Kenny Watkins (Mackay), Anthony Wilson (Brisbane), Darin Swan (Freeport),
Fredi Berger (Laverton), Dale Vorster (Adelaide), Anthony Wardell-Jones
(Sydney), Garry Smith (Sydney), Aaron Vickers (Grafton), Mark Squires
(Muswellbrook), Neil Albrecht (Perth), Bradley Goss (Devonport),

10 years

Julie-Ann Van Dijk (Brisbane), Graham Surry (Cairns),

15 years

Daryl Huckstepp (CBM), Manfred Unger (CBM), Tracey Stojakovic (CBM),
Kevin Blanch (Newcastle)

25 years

Stewart McKeddie (Brisbane)

Comment by Gino Butera, Managing Director - Cummins South Pacific

In this issue of Cummins Commentary I’d like to elaborate on one key aspect
of our business objectives – that is to ‘recruit, develop and retain effective and
capable people within the best organisational structure’. In this regard, attracting
and retaining apprentices and technicians is crucial to everything we do at
Cummins, and that is providing superior customer support.
The current shortage of skilled trades people in road transport and other
industries is challenging – and stretching – the resources of a wide range of
companies. In recognising this problem, we at Cummins are doing something
about it. We have to because we now have 37 branches in the South Pacific as
well as a number of field service locations. We continue to expand our service
support network. Our commitment to our customer base is reflected in the fact
we employ around 450 qualified technicians and 200 apprentices.
The article on page 1 of this issue outlines some of the things we are doing
under ‘Project Power’ to ensure Cummins is an employer of choice and is
effectively staffed for business growth in the future.
Over the last 12 months we have concentrated on raising our profile
within ‘feeder schools’. We have attended many career shows and participated
in numerous school visits and tours. The aim has been to educate students,
parents and career advisors about the local and global opportunities that exist at
Cummins.
Interest has been encouraging but there is still more work we can do in
this area, challenging the best students to consider a career with Cummins.
At Cummins an apprenticeship can ultimately lead to work anywhere around
the world - work in varied markets such as marine, automotive, industrial, rail,
agriculture and mining.
Another initiative has been our appointment of a service training manager
for the entire South Pacific region. This new role brings a specific focus to the
attraction and retention of our apprentices. One of the first tasks is to set up an
apprentice focus group. This group will examine issues in the workplace that affect
our apprentices and may impact on our retention strategies. These issues will be
considered in the context of best practice strategies from all leading industries.
Retention strategies are also being developed to encourage our employees
to stay with Cummins. This is especially important in the environment of skilled
trade shortages. Managing this issue and satisfying customer expectations is
tough. We understand that to maintain our competitive advantage we must be an
employer of choice that embraces diversity and ensures an inclusive environment
for all.

September
5 years

Rajnesh Singh (Dandenong), Timothy Smith (Newcastle), Doug Osborn
(Christchurch), Mathew Lea (Auckland), Mathew Guhe (PNG), Anton
Guillerme (Scoresby)

10 years

Gillian Shea (Bay of Plenty), Tony Lee (CMD)

October
5 years

Gary Stacey (Freeport), Robert Elliot (CBM), Brendan Shaw (Bay of Plenty),
Nickson Yovii (PNG)

10 years

Peter Brookes (Perth), David Rodwell (Scoresby)

15 years

Deborah Thompson (Tamworth), Steven Lyons (Scoresby)

20 years

Colin Russell (Sydney)

30 years

Stephen Wraith (Laverton)

November
5 years

Melissa O’Neil (Mt Gambier), Susan Taylor (Leeton), Renee Jay (Sydney),
Travis Grundy (Sydney), Gregory Page (Newcastle), Alan Kent (Auckland)

10 years

Richard Krist (Cairns), Sean Hill (Freeport), Marc Weckerle (Dandenong),
Lynden Hill (Devonport).

20 years

George Stylli (Dandenong), Paul Chairentin (Newcastle), Gino Butera
(Scoresby)

December
10 years

Sarah Bilston (Scoresby)

20 years

Roy Eaton (Palmerston North), Ian Scott (Scoresby)

25 years

Paul Zeinert (Laverton), Ross Mursell (Scoresby)

Regards,

Cummins Commentary is published by Cummins South Pacific

Gino Butera

2 Caribbean Drive, Scoresby VIC 3179 Australia
Tel: (61-3) 9765 3222 Fax: (61-3) 9764 0034
Editor: Murray Clifford Tel: 0419 268 289
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Australian testing for
Cummins EGR engine
Cummins’ decision to display an engine that won’t be
released in Australia until 2007/2008 drew praise from truck
operators at the Queensland Truck & Machinery Show in
Brisbane in May.

New Zealand of our heavy-duty EGR engines,” McDonald
points out. “ISX and Signature engines equipped with EGR are
being seeded with fleets this year in single trailer, B-double
and roadtrain applications.

“We need to be informed now about the product we will
be operating in two years’ time, and Cummins is making an
effort to do that,” was a typical comment from customers at
Australia’s premier truck show.

“This will be the most extensive testing of a new Cummins
engine ever carried out in Australia. We want to be absolutely
certain that we have a reliable and durable installation when
the 2007/2008 emissions regulations are introduced.”

Cummins displayed a 15-litre ISX/Signature engine fitted with
cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) – the system chosen
by Cummins to meet Australia’s next round of emissions
regulations in 2007/2008.

New truck models introduced in Australia from January 1
2007 will have to meet the regulations (ADR80/01), while all
trucks built from January 1 2008 will have to be compliant.
Visitors to the Cummins display at the Queensland Truck
& Machinery Show were surprised how neatly and cleanly
the EGR subsystem has been packaged on the ISX/Signature
engine.

The EGR engine was the centrepiece of the large Cummins
exhibit which won the award for the ‘Outstanding Vehicle
Component Display’.
No other heavy-duty engine manufacturer displayed their
2007/2008 product at the show.

So what exactly is cooled EGR?
The EGR system takes a measured quantity of hot exhaust
gas, passes it through a cooler and then mixes it with
incoming air to the power cylinder. During combustion, EGR
has the effect of reducing flame temperature which reduces
NOx emissions, since NOx production is proportional to
flame temperature.

Cummins’ ISM and ISX/Signature EGR engines were released
in North America in October 2002. More than 120,000 units
are now in service in North America with over 15 billion
kilometres travelled.
“We want customers to be aware that cooled EGR does
not change any of the base engine design or components
of our current ISM and ISX/Signature products,” says Ross
McDonald, general manager of Cummins truck engine
business in the South Pacific.

The amount of recirculated exhaust gas and air has to
be precisely metered into the engine under all operating
conditions. This has driven the use of the variable geometry
(VG) turbocharger that continuously varies the quantity of air
delivered to the engine.

“EGR is simply a subsystem which means that components
like the cylinder head, camshaft, pistons, injectors, block
and crankshaft do not change.
“Compared with other emissions solutions that require
multiple turbochargers, turbocompounding, complex
valve timing mechanisms, sophisticated urea injection, and
elaborate plumbing, Cummins EGR is simple subsystem
that is delivering excellent reliability and driveability in
North America,” McDonald says.

Cooled EGR

He points out that EGR is not a new technology. In
fact, it has been used globally in passenger cars and light
commercials for many years. Last year alone, Cummins
built close to 250,000 EGR engines.

Ed Pence, Cummins Inc Vice President of Heavy-Duty Engine
Business, was on hand at the Queensland Truck & Machinery
Show to discuss the features of the 15-litre EGR engine.

Cummins uses a patented VG turbo developed by Holset (a
subsidiary of Cummins). Instead of having individual rotating
vanes like competitor turbos, the Holset design uses a simple
single sliding nozzle that eliminates dozens of moving parts.

Cummins cooled EGR is a sub-system that
does not change any of the base engine
design or components of the current
Cummins ISM and ISX/Signature products.

EGR Cooler

EGR Valve

“We want to reinforce the point that we are committed
to a comprehensive test program in
Australia and

Mixer

EGR Plumbing
VG
Turbocharger

ISX EGR engine
was introduced
in North America
in 2002.

Cummins cooled Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)
•

Cummins heavy-duty engines with EGR will be
introduced in Australia in 2007-2008 to meet
ADR80/01 emission regulations.

•

EGR is a subsystem that does not change any of the
proven base engine design and components of the ISM
and ISX/Signature products.

•

More than 120,000 ISM and ISX/Signature EGR engines
are now in service in North America with over 15
billion kilometres travelled.

•

•

A number of ISX/Signature EGR engines will be trialled
in Australia over the next two years prior to release.

The EGR engines use a patented Holset variable
geometry (VG) turbocharger with a simple sliding
nozzle arrangement to constantly vary the flow of air
to the engine.

Cummins EGR
engines use a
variable geometry
turbocharger
developed by Holset
(a subsidiary of
Cummins). Instead
of having individual
rotating vanes like
competitor turbos,
the Holset design
uses a simple single
sliding nozzle that
eliminates dozens
of moving parts.

VEGIE MIGHT
The harsh realities of trucking were fully
understood by Shane Splatt well before he set up
his refrigerated transport company, Damorange, at
Werribee South, near Melbourne, in 1984.

working relationship so that
if there’s a problem both
parties can work to solve
that problem.”

Ten years earlier, at the age of 19, Shane had bought
his first truck and gone broke. “I had no idea how
to run a business,” he reflects today.

He says that driver feedback
on the Signature engines is
positive: “Once the drivers
were tuned into the way
to drive the Signature, the
engine was well accepted.”

Damorange currently has over 30 company trucks,
11 tow operators and 40 trailers on interstate
produce haulage. Shane, his wife Margaret, and their
son Scott guide the fortunes of the company.

Shane points out that in
his entire
working life
he has only
ever been in the fruit and vegie
industry, and trucking.
“When I left school I worked for
Blakistons in Geelong, initially as a
yard hand and then as a driver on
local work,” he says.
He did his first interstate trip in
1974 at the age of 19 for a bloke
called Ted Reynolds and shortly
after bought his first truck, a White
Road Commander powered by a
Cummins NTC290.

Shane Splatt with wife Margaret and son Scott. “The success of this
company is due to the fact we know our costs and we keep control of
those costs,” says Shane.

Margaret, who has been married to Shane for 36
years, is responsible for the financial management
of the business, while Scott is general manager. He
has had 12 years at Damorange.
Damoranges’ commitment is to the ‘salad bowl’
of Werribee South, the largest market gardening
region close to Melbourne where a highly
productive 3,000 hectares are under cultivation.
“The success of this company is due to the fact
we know our costs and we keep control of those
costs,” says Shane decisively.
“It is a family company in which everyone has
their specific duties to ensure the business runs
efficiently.”
During the peak growing period, Damorange loads
30 to 40 fridge trailers a day out of Werribee South
and Shepparton to Sydney, Brisbane and points
further north to Cairns.
The company’s latest prime movers are Kenworth
T904s powered by Cummins Signature 580 engines.
Shane Splatt bought his first two Signature engines
in 1999-2000. “We had some issues with those
engines but once the troubles were ironed out they
ran very well,” he says firmly.
Another engine brand got a foot in the Damorange
door but last year Cummins was back in the
picture when eight Generation II Signatures were
slotted into the fleet. A further
four Signatures have just entered
service while another four are on
order.
“What’s important to us is
Cummins’ customer support
through its company-owned
branch network and the fact
we have the one account with
the one company,” says Shane
emphatically.
“We want communication with
our suppliers, and we have that
with Cummins. It’s not just about
providing us with a reliable
product, it’s about having a

“I went broke,” Shane reflects
with a wry smile. “I was young and
silly. I had no idea how to run a
business.

“When you’re down, you can stay down, or you can
get back up. I decided to get up. I’d just got married
to Margaret so she went to college to do a course
on business management.
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Signature-powered Kenworths dominate in the Damorange fleet.

Cummins the choice
for new Christchurch
bus fleet
Cummins’ European ISBe engine is at the heart of an impressive fleet of
buses operating on urban routes in Christchurch, New Zealand.
The ISBe engines – 21 in all – are installed in Mercedes-Benz bus chassis
operated by Christchurch Bus Services Ltd.
The company, which began operations in June 2004, is one of two private bus
operators that service urban Christchurch routes.
The third operator is Red Bus which is a CCTO (Council Controlled Trading
Organisation), a subsidiary of Christchurch City Council.

“When I look back on that period of our lives
I can see that it taught us about values, about
responsibility.”

The Cummins ISBe-powered buses were manufactured by Designline in
Ashburton, and have proved outstanding to date while operating 19 hours a
day, seven days a week.

After going broke, Shane secured a driving job
with Terry Cracknell, running between Melbourne
and Perth, and then did an interstate stint with
Transcontinental owned by the Costa family.

“They’re an excellent vehicle, very reliable,” says Christchurch Bus Services’
fleet manager Stuart Walton. “We’ve had nothing but glowing comments
from our customers, and that’s the most important thing.”

“I decided to have a break from trucking and went
to work in a fruit and vegie warehouse,” Shane
recalls. “Deep down though I wanted to be my own
boss again, to be independent, to prove that I could
succeed in business.
“I bought a second-hand Western Star in 1984, and
that was the start of Damorange. At the same time
I took on the job of Victorian manager for
Intercoast Transport and had my truck running
with them.”
In 1993 Shane Splatt decided to devote his entire
energy to Damorange. “I rented a shed at Werribee
South and the business just took off. I had my own
truck plus three tow operators and 12 years later
we have over 30 interstate trucks, 40 trailers,
11 tow operators and two local trucks.”

The ISBe, with its full-authority electronic engine management system, meets
Euro 3 emissions standards, which is important for a bus company that takes
its responsibilities to the community seriously.
In the Christchurch operation, the 5.9-litre ISBe engines are rated at 185 hp
at 2500 rpm and drive through Allison automatic transmissions.
“As the ISBe has proved in bus operations in Australia, it gives good fuel
economy and all-round performance, is reponsive off the mark and is quiet,”
says Trevor Hope, Cummins’ manager in New Zealand’s South Island.
“The ISBe also meets the higher reliability and durability targets that were
set for new generation versions of the long serving Cummins B-series engine,
one of the most successful diesels ever developed by the company.”
Compared with the older mechanical B-series engines, operational benefits
of the ISBe include greater power and torque across the range, improved fuel
economy, reduced noise levels, and lower maintenance requirements.
The engine has a high pressure common rail fuel system, and its powerful
electronic management system is the same electronic platform that is used
on larger Cummins engines.
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Cummins drives ahead in

apprentice training

By Barry Hatfield*
As a heavy truck and bus apprentice from way back, I’ve
always supported the notion that the trade of mechanic
is a natural stepping stone to a career that can lead to
worthwhile positions in a most vibrant industry – vehicles
and equipment for Australia’s road transport.
Without naming those concerned, I know of many who have
hit the top of the pole, yet having started out as apprentice
on the shop floor. Some of those I worked alongside have
become leading names in the automotive industry. We all
went our different ways but we’re all still linked to the
industry where we began our careers.
We had vision and we had goals. We wanted to work on
heavy trucks, come whatever the conditions. It might have
been dirty; but it wasn’t a ‘dirty’ job. It was the first stage of a
wonderful career.
But maybe not any more?
Falsely, there’s a culture abroad that sees only high-tech jobs
as offering the best career paths.
Reality proclaims this isn’t so. School leavers are no different
than in my time.
Some will never want to get their hands soiled and are not
cut out for manual, mechanical, technical or craft-related
fields. But many are. And they need the opportunity to show
it – while strengthening our industry.
The shortage of skilled trades people in the road transport
and heavy diesel fields is proving a tough call for most
companies. But Cummins is doing something about it.
Cummins wants parents, schools and TAFE colleges to
encourage the best of its young people to seriously consider
an apprenticeship in diesel engines – viewing it as the start of
a career path that knows few limits.
“A mechanical trade must not be seen as ‘second best’
– the lower-level option you take when you can’t cope with
anything else or can’t attend university. We want the creamof-the-school crop to shape as leaders of our industry,” says
Derek Marriott, service manager for Cummins at its Darra
(Brisbane) branch.
Once a Cummins apprentice like many other men who
hold responsible positions in the organisation, Derek holds
onto a passion that’s every bit a part of his overall work
responsibilities – the management of mechanic apprentice
training in Queensland.

Service manager Derek Marriott displays the ‘New Apprentice of the Year’ Torgas perpetual trophy shield and the ‘Most Outstanding
Apprentice Host Employer in Qld’ award.

“The net result is a constant in-flow of fresh staff which
puts a heavy burden on our training programs. Yet in our
nationwide organisation there’s a balancing outflow to other
branches across the region.”
He cites the CumminsToowoomba branch as an example.
“Its business has taken off and the need for mechanics and
trainees has increased. It now accepts one apprentice a year
and this will increase in the future,” Derek points out.
“For our part in the transport industry, apprentice training is
crucial. However, it is changing in Queensland.
“It has gone from young people sitting in a classroom and
doing tests in order to fulfil stipulated requirements, to a
competency-based scheme.

“During their initial training with us we put them through
ancillary equipment courses that teach hydraulics, air
conditioning and aspects of industrial electrical equipment.
“In spite of this, we’ve heard criticism that we’re too narrow
in our training and not broad enough for apprentices. Yet each
year we enter the ‘Apprentice Trades School Competition’
and our apprentices have made the finals for the last five
years. They even won the comp one year.
“The point is, the competition covers the whole truck,
bumper-to-bumper! So this strengthens our case that our
training is more than adequate.”

The reality of the current trades people shortage
– particularly that of heavy-duty truck engine mechanics –
began to hit home to Cummins’ Brisbane branch when Derek
began feeling the drain of trained staff to outlying branches
across Queensland.

Derek backs his contention by displaying a perpetual trophy
shield for ‘New Apprentice of the Year’ (2004) awarded by
Torgas Brisbane and an award for the ‘Most Outstanding
Apprentice Host Employer in Qld’. Both of these were
sponsored by the CVIAQ.

He recounts the journey from there:

“The problem of retaining capable people grew harder the
greater the distance from Brisbane. The closer to a mining
area the bigger the risk of losing our mechanics. Mining sites
like Emerald and Mackay have long been an attraction to fullytrained men from the diesel engine and heavy truck industry.
“The Commercial Vehicle Industry of Queensland (CVIAQ)
started to discuss ways we could all tackle the problem of
shortages.
“From Cummins’ position, I’d long been proactive in looking
for new staff and assessing our employees to keep them up
with current knowledge.
“Today’s serious job seekers with qualifications use agencies,
and labour hire companies are becoming the norm in this
industry. In fact, some 90% of our employees come from
them, with 10% coming from referrals and direct phone-ins.

“So we looked through their course modules and between
us developed a special course called ‘Diesel Fitting – Heavy
Transport’.
“We now run that here at Darra, so that our apprentices can
stay in-house for the whole four years of their training after
which they emerge as very highly qualified engine specialist
diesel fitters. There’s nothing they can’t do on any type of
diesel engine.

Cummins is no small employer of apprentices. There are
currently 21 at Darra alone, while the company in the
South Pacific region has 37 branches and 51 service centres.
Employee total is 1500.

“We were sending trained mechanics to different areas
where their help was needed.

what TAFE was expecting of us: we don’t touch drivetrains
which were part of that course.

2004 Apprentice of the Year Nick Miller (left) with 4th year
apprentice Travis Lapwood.

“This involves a student learning a module of specific training
information and then being assessed that he or she is
‘competent’ to perform it.
“There are two aspects of competency-based courses: one is
the TAFE college segment which provides the under-pinning
knowledge of the particular trade, while the other is a
workplace segment. In our case, as a diesel engine supplier/
repairer, we provide on-the-job practical and product training
to these young people who have decided on a career that
involves diesel engines.”
Derek admits that when the new scheme first kicked in, it
wasn’t all that plain sailing for ‘engines-only’ Cummins. He
continues:
“When the HCV (Heavy Commercial Vehicle) course began
in Queensland, our workplace components couldn’t match

“However, we still feel we’re not putting enough apprentices
through to counter the poaching of our talent by some of
this state’s industries,” says Derek. “Another loss to Brisbane
– and gain for other areas – is that in Cummins you can
transfer to any company branch in Australia.
“Although it places pressure on us here in Brisbane, it opens
some wonderful career-building opportunities for these
people. For example, our field service staff who use vans
virtually run a small business. They learn valuable skills that
equip them to take on responsible roles in our organisation.
“Most of the managers in our branches, along with those
who staff our offices, have all come from apprentice/trades
people ranks in the past.
“Many mechanics have moved on to be service
administrators, service managers, parts managers, sales people
and branch managers.
“We constantly need to fill the ranks of those who are
moving on to higher levels. So instead of taking in three or
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“As these young people gain confidence –
and John and I observe that around Year 3
they blossom, like ‘turning on a light bulb’
John terms it – they really become useful
to us in our role of service provider.

Cummins branch has decided to sponsor, up-front, the cost of
such a course for worthy applicants. That young person might
turn out to be the very one you’ll be promoting in the future.
“In speaking with many in the diesel engine industry, employers
have become their own stumbling blocks. Few contact their
own state TAFE colleges to see what’s on offer. I say, if the
courses don’t match your business needs, you’re at fault for
sending your apprentices to an unsuitable teaching facility.

“Our experience shows that internallytrained people benefit you more than
outsiders coming in. Apprentices learn
by repetition as they pass through the
various sub-assembly departments
– dealing with fuel injection, cylinder head
and turbo overhaul. So they emerge as
excellent trouble-shooters.

Apprentice master, Edwin Crisp, offers hands-on instruction in engine test cell.
Apprentices gain experience on truck, marine and industrial engine types.

four apprentices each January we’ve changed to accepting
three every six months. That’s six every year into Brisbane.
“If possible we’ll take more, depending on how good the crop
of ‘pre-vocational’ trainees in TAFE classes is at the time. The
Moreton College of TAFE at Mt Gravatt runs a pre-vocational
course for Year 12 high school students who want to first
test the water of trade courses.
“We work with the college Dean of Engineering and
apprentice group training company, Torgas, to offer work
experience for kids interested in these courses. Torgas
manages all Cummins’ apprentices, liaising with the company
and TAFE, handling sign-ups and all legalities.
“Out of 30 to 40 potential people we narrow it down to
the best three we can select. These are then offered full
apprenticeships with us. Having accepted them, we generally
have a low failure rate here. That’s because our own branch
trainers put the kids first. Experience has shown them these
young people will become the leaders of other mechanics in
the future.

“On the work-practice side of apprenticeship, I believe we’re
the only company in Queensland that has its apprentices fill
in a work diary, now that logbooks have gone. We supply the
diary to every apprentice. They are then required to make
daily entries of work they’ve performed – to be signed off
by the leading hand. John Tickle examines and signs-off the
entries weekly.

“Unfortunately, of the large numbers of
kids leaving school and seeking jobs each
year, only a few want trades. Fewer still
are considered good enough to be given
a start. This triggers stiff competition
between potential employers.

“This has proved so effective in logging what they’ve done
each day (and as a consequence, their developing knowledge
and expertise) that TAFE will accept this as evidence, should
the person be not available when TAFE people check on the
individual’s progress with us.”

“Some companies are not above offering second year wages
to entice young people to sign up with them.

Derek is optimistic about the future of in-house apprentice
training. At the 2005 Brisbane Truck Show, he was approached
by three parents of boys who responded to Cummins
show-stand literature offering a mechanical career with the
organisation.

“In that context, industry and government must send the
message to schools that kids need to be given a fair overview
of what constitutes a career. A trade can be the beginning of
a very lucrative one that benefits society in general and an
industry in particular.

“The show was an excellent promotional showcase of what
the industry is all about. Maybe other young people will also
consider what they saw and want to be part of it. The myth
that cars are sexy and trucks are nasty might begin to be
busted!” he says.

“In our view, the pre-vocational courses linking high schools
to TAFE are much better than school-based apprenticeships.
At least that’s our experience, for a number of reasons.
“Yet, occasionally there’s the issue of financial hardship
for parents of young people who are keen on a career in
our sector. A pre-vocational course costs money ($1100 in
Queensland) and some parents find this difficult to meet. This

In emphasising the benefits of beginning a mechanical career
with an organisation such as Cummins, Derek reveals that
a company/college-trained trades person who has worked
extensively in this country can apply his or her
knowledge and broad experience on the world
scene with Cummins.
“It’s heartening to see that many Australian
Cummins-trained trades people have found
responsible positions within our company’s
operations in other parts of the world,” he says,
smiling with the satisfaction that mature young
people are continuing to develop worthwhile
careers in a much-needed profession.

“I don’t pretend that all this is easy. Workshop manager, John
Tickle – another ex-apprentice – agrees that you must put in
the hard yards to achieve the right outcome.
“Apprenticeship training in particular spans the most critical
learning and growing period in a young person’s life. There
are emotional things happening with them and often you have
to be almost a parent to help ease them over the hurdles
they meet.
“We’ve appointed a senior man, Edwin Crisp, as ‘apprentice
master’ to help these young people face problems that arise
in the workshop,“ says Derek. “He effectively becomes our
branch trainer to keep an eye on progress of apprentices.
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Dean Daniell, regional training manager for Qld and PNG in Cummins’
in-house training centre classroom.

* Barry Hatfield is Australia’s longest serving
trucking journalist. Before taking up this
profession, he did his apprenticeship as a diesel
truck and bus mechanic and then held roles as
a service engineer and technical sales manager
in the heavy truck industry. He now writes for
Transport Today magazine.

Federal Government award for Cummins
Cummins Wetherill Park has been named runner-up in the
Sydney region in the 2005 Minister’s Awards for Excellence for
Employers of New Apprentices.
The annual awards, presented by the Federal Government,
this year attracted over 450 nominations from all States and
Territories.
The awards mark the crucial role employers play in supporting
training and career development in their local communities
through new apprenticeships. Cummins has 19 apprentices at

its Wetherill Park branch in Sydney.
“The award is a great achievement for Cummins Wetherill
Park, and shows that the efforts we’re putting into our future
are recognised as the best,” says Ros Loyzaga, NSW regional
apprentice manager for Cummins.
The branch has received a certificate signed by Federal
Government Minister for Vocation and Technical Education,
Gary Hargrave, highlighting its achievement.

Ros Loyzaga with Cummins Wetherill Park apprentices.

Cummins donates Signature engine to Warwick TAFE
The donation of a truck engine training module worth $75,000 to
Warwick TAFE by Cummins has been welcomed by Queensland Minister
for Employment, Training and Industrial Relations, Tom Barton.

“The students will be plugging in a computer and communicating with
the engine to set the parameters for it to operate within, or diagnose
problems.

Barton says the donation of the15-litre Cummins Signature engine will
further improve the high quality automotive training offered by the TAFE.

“We can also use the training module for electronics testing, cooling
system and fuel system testing, component identification and many
other service tasks.”

“This equipment will be used to train the 40 automotive apprentices
and 42 high school students currently enrolled in automotive subjects
at Warwick,” Barton says.
“The donation represents an investment by Cummins in the training
needs of the trucking industry and a realisation that by working with
TAFE, apprentices will be trained in the most up-to-date machines and
engines.”

Cummins national technical training manager Ian Muller
(left) with Kylie Lee, Southern Queensland Institute of
TAFE engineering and construction faculty director, and
Warwick TAFE automotive teacher Glen Gould.

Warwick TAFE automotive teacher Glen Gould says the Cummins
Signature engine contains the latest electronically managed technology
and is used widely throughout the trucking industry.
“It has a computer that controls the engine horsepower rating,
maximum vehicle speed and a number of other critical factors in the
operation of a truck.

Cummins national technical training manager Ian Muller says the
donation will form a winning partnership between his company and
the automotive teachers at the Warwick TAFE.
“They are developing high quality engine technicians that we can employ
and in turn we’re giving them the equipment to ensure their students
graduate with the skills to meet the demands of industry,” he says.
“It’s a win-win situation and is good for the trucking and heavy
transport industries as a whole.”
Other companies that contributed to the training module were
Frasers Livestock Transport, Western Suburbs Charge Air Coolers and
Radiators, and Nelson Exhaust.
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Been there, done that!
The latest evolution of the Cummins B-series engine now arriving on Australian and
New Zealand shores throws the spotlight on one of the most successful diesels ever
developed by the company.
In more than 20 years, the B-series has undergone a range of technological
advances, the most significant occurring in recent years as electronics have
played a leading hand.
With the B-series finding its way into every conceivable application, perhaps
the most astounding is its success in the American Dodge Ram pickup truck.
Last year alone, Cummins built more than 150,000 units for the mighty Ram.
The latest B-series development focuses on the industrial and agricultural
version of the engine designated the QSB.
The original displacements of the B-series – a 3.9-litre four cylinder and a
5.9-litre six cylinder – have been extended to 4.5 and 6.7 litres respectively,
providing higher power and torque capabilities.
Peak output of the four cylinder engine rises from 130 to 170 hp, while its total
power range spans 110 to 170 hp. The six cylinder is available from 135 to 275 hp
and both engines meet what are known as Tier 3 emission standards which will come
into force in the US in 2006/2007.

More than 150,000 B-series engines went into the
Dodge Ram pickup truck in North America last year.

Peak output of the four cylinder
QSB rises from 130 to 170 hp.

Australian equipment manufacturers
exporting to the US are now placing
orders for the latest emissions-compliant
QSB, while new construction and
agricultural machinery coming into
Australia from the US and Europe is
fitted with the new powerhouse.

However, this doesn’t mean the new Tier 3 Cummins QSB engines won’t offer benefits
in Australia and New Zealand. They have evolutionary reliability and durability updates, a
significant noise reduction, and performance improvements. Of course, the lower exhaust
emissions will be advantageous in a number of applications.

“Our service network in the South Pacific
region is currently gearing up to support
the new QSB,” says Venkat Bommakanti,
general manager of industrial engine
business for Cummins South Pacific.

These figures showed that, compared with the earlier powerplant, Cummins’ Tier 3 diesel
engine has:

“The QSB upgrades, including a new high
pressure common rail fuel system, a new
electronic control module, and a rear geartrain configuration, provide a range of improvements
to the renowned B-series platform.
“The engines meet higher reliability, durability and power density targets and are also radically
quieter, featuring a reduction in sound pressure of over 55%.”
The latest QSB features full authority electronic control with the new high pressure common
rail fuel system capable of generating up to 1600 bar (23,200 psi) injection pressures. This
translates to refined and rapid power delivery, reduced noise, and improved cold start.
With the new fuel system, maintaining peak injection pressure is no longer dependent on
engine speed, load conditions or fueling capability. Injection pressure can be virtually constant
at all speeds, providing greater flexibility and precision in controlling both injection rates and
timing.
The high pressure common rail fuel system is fully integrated with Cummins’ high-precision
electronic management, driven by an upgraded ECM (Electronic Control Module) with a
processing speed over twice as fast as the previous ECM. The QSB engine management system
continually maintains an optimum balance between load demands, fuel-efficiency and emissions
control. The ECM is designed for isolation from
detrimental thermal and vibration loading for extreme
reliability and durability.
Cummins has reduced the noise level of the new QSB
by as much as 9 dBA through utilising a rear gear
train, an enclosed valve tappet cavity, and a sculpted
block. In fact, the new engine is as quiet at full load as
its predecessor was without load.

In a recent address in the US, Cummins Inc chief technical officer John Wall revealed some
extraordinary comparative data on two engines of about the same capacity – one the latest
Tier 3, the other an equivalent model from the pre-emissions US era of the early 1970s.

•

100% more power

•

90% lower emissions

•

50% better fuel economy

•

400% longer engine life and overall reliability

•

and costs 70% less (in 1970 constant dollars)

When it all started
The first B-series engine – a four cylinder unit
– came off the production line on July 1, 1983,
and was the result of a joint development
project with JI Case.
Two years later the first C-series Cummins
engine emerged from the joint venture.
In 1977, Case had indicated to Cummins
that it needed new engine families that it
did not want to develop itself, given the
growing competitiveness and technological
sophistication of the diesel engine business.
The scale and scope of Case’s operations
made it an attractive potential
partner for Cummins. Case was
a well established company with
a venerable history.
In 1980 Cummins and Case
More than two million Cummins B-series
signed an agreement that
engines are in service around the world in an
amazing number of applications.
created the Consolidated
Diesel Corporation, a jointly
financed venture that would design and manufacture the two new families of
engines, the B and C series.

Tiers without tears
Since Australia doesn’t have regulated emissions for
off-highway diesel engines, the fact that the new QSBs
meet Tier 3 standards may not seem significant in this
country.
The terms Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and so on, apply to
emissions standards set by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for mobile off-highway
diesels.
Both Australia and New Zealand have unregulated
emissions levels for off-highway diesels, and at this
stage there are no documented proposals for this to
change.

Six cylinder, 6.7-litre
QSB is available with
ratings up to 275 hp.

Cummins also set about finding other equipment manufacturers, apart from
Case, to take the new engines.
The introduction of high pressure common rail fuel
systems on the latest generation Cummins engines is
requiring specialised training to ensure that Cummins’
service support maintains its competitive edge. Cummins
South Pacific technical training manager Ian Muller along
with NZ regional training manager Bob Carrick recently
attended a ‘Qualify the Qualifier’ session in the US, where
the emphasis was on quick and efficient troubleshooting
procedures for not only the new fuel system but also the
electronic controls. The photo shows Carrick (left) during
the training.

In 1981, Cummins pitched the 5.9-litre B engine to Chrysler and finally, in 1985,
Chrysler agreed to offer the turbocharged six cylinder unit in its Dodge Ram
pickup. In 1988 the first diesel-powered Ram emerged and the following year
Chrysler received orders for almost 20,000 Cummins-powered Rams. In 2004,
Cummins built over 150,000 B-series engines for the Ram.
Globally, more than two million B-series engines are in service.
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New $11.5 million
Hallam Truck Centre
facility is world-class.
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Hallam hones its dealership dynamics
A truck dealership costing close to $12 million should
be state-of-the-art, even a benchmark, and the ‘new’
Hallam Truck Centre in Melbourne’s south-east is exactly that.

Other features of the Hallam centre include an expansive
supermarket style parts showroom, a superbly equipped
drivers’ lounge with kitchenette, sleeping rooms and ensuites,
an owner’s lounge with pool table, kitchen, plasma TV and
DVD player, and a training room.

“We have built something that is world-class, definitely one of
the best truck dealer facilities in Australia,” says Ron Gysberts
with ample justification.

Everything about the dealership has a quality look to it
while providing a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere
for customers and functionality for staff. Gysberts isn’t
exaggerating when he says Hallam is a step into the future
look of truck dealerships in Australia.

Gysberts has been general manager of Hallam Truck Centre
since 1994. He’d previously held positions with Scania and
Hendrickson after serving his apprenticeship as a mechanic.
Hallam Truck Centre was established as a Kenworth dealership
in 1989 by New Oakleigh Motors which then sold the business
to the Adelaide-based CMV group in late 1999. CMV also
operates the Kenworth and DAF dealership in Adelaide.
Hallam Truck Centre today has over 70 staff looking after
sales, service and parts for the Kenworth, DAF and Mitsubishi
brands. It is also an authorised Cummins dealer.
The new dealership, which opened in May, is located at
217 Princes Highway, 800 metres from the old facility which
had become extremely cramped.
“We were pretty hard to do business with at our old facility,”
says Gysberts. “It was hard to get in and out of the place,
and it was hard for customers to get a parking space.
We’ve addressed all those concerns.
“Our old site was less than one hectare whereas our new

Hallam Truck Centre general manager Ron Gysberts... “The
freight task is predicted to double by 2020 and we want to be
prepared for that.”

site is 3.2 hectares of which we’ve developed 2.6 hectares,
so we’ve got room for future development.
“The freight task is predicted to double by 2020 and we want
to be prepared for that and take advantage of it.”
He points out that Hallam Truck Centre wants to be seen as
an employer of choice and for this reason the new facility is
designed and built to the highest standards.
“For example, our new workshop has both gas heating and
air conditioning – a rarity in the industry,” says Gysberts. “It is
critical that we be able to attract and retain apprentices and
technicians.”

Workshop has both gas heating and air conditioning.

The new workshop complex has 12, 30-metre service bays
compared with six, 15-metre bays previously. There are two
full-length, B-double drive-over pits, one of which incorporates
a brake roller tester and shaker.
Gysberts and his team certainly did their homework in the
design and development of the new complex which took
over two years.

Service/parts reception area has under-cover entrance.

“We looked at Kenworth dealerships both in the US and
Australia, and also dealerships selling other brands in
Australia,” he says. “We were specific in our requirements.
B-double access and accessibility in general were very
important.”

Supermarket-style parts showroom was a key requirement in
the design of the new facility.

CUMMINS Branches:

NSW: Grafton Ph: (61-2) 6641 1000 Newcastle Ph: (61-2) 4964 8466 Queanbeyan Ph: (61-2) 6297 3433 Tamworth Ph: (61-2) 6765 5455 Wetherill Park Ph: (61-2) 9616 5300
Leeton Ph: (61-2) 6953 3077 Muswellbrook Ph: (61-2) 6541 0611 Wollongong Ph: (61-2) 4227 2444
VIC:

Dandenong Ph: (61-3) 9706 8088 Laverton Ph: (61-3) 8368 0800 Swan Hill Ph: (61-3) 5033 1511 Wodonga Ph: (61-2) 6024 3655 Campbellfield Ph: (61-3) 9357 9200
Mildura Ph: (61-3) 5022 0800

QLD: Cairns Ph: (61-7) 4035 2999 Darra Ph: (61-7) 3375 3277 Emerald Ph: (61-7) 4982 4022 Mackay Ph: (61-7) 4952 8100 Townsville Ph: (61-7) 4774 7733 Toowoomba Ph: (61-7) 4633 7627
SA:

Pooraka Ph: (61-8) 8368 4300 Mount Gambier Ph: (61-8) 8725 6422 Port Lincoln Ph: (61-8) 8683 1967

WA:

Bunbury Ph: (61-8) 9725 6777 Kalgoorlie Ph: (61-8) 9021 2588 Karratha Ph: (61-8) 9144 4646 Perth Ph: (61-8) 9475 8777

NT:

Darwin Ph: (61-8) 8947 0766

TAS:

Devonport Ph: (61-3) 6424 8800 Hobart Ph: (61-3) 6263 5766

NEW ZEALAND: Auckland Ph: (64-9) 277 1000 Christchurch Ph: (64-3) 348 8170 Dunedin Ph: (64-3) 477 8818 Palmerston Nth Ph: (64-6) 356 2209 Bay of Plenty Ph: (64-7) 345 6699
PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Lae Ph: (67-5) 472 3699 Port Moresby Ph: (67-5) 323 2471
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Cummins powers
ACCO popularity
in garbage game

New Cummins
Custom Paks
score an ‘A’
Cummins has released a new range of Custom Paks
designed around its A-series engines which are lightweight,
compact powerhouses spanning 23 to 45 kW (31 to 60 hp).
The Custom Paks are self-contained powerpacks catering
for a wide range of agricultural, construction and industrial
applications.
“With the new A-series Custom Paks we’re offering
customers everything they’ve asked for in a smaller
powerpack – competitive price, performance and product
support,” says Paul Hewett, Cummins business manager for
Custom Pak products.
“The A-series offer a simple, compact, robust design for
reliability, durability and ease of maintenance and repair,
and they are backed by Cummins’ industry-leading service
support network in the South Pacific which comprises 37
Cummins-owned branches and more than 150 dealers.
“Cummins’ clean combustion technology and air-handling
expertise also ensure that the A-series reduce emissions
while achieving top fuel efficiency and power delivery.”
With displacements from 1.4 to 2.3 litres, the A-series
engines are offered in five Custom Pak models rated at
23 kW (31 hp), 28 kW (37 hp), 34 kW (45 hp), 37 kW
(50 hp) and 45 kW (60 hp). All the ratings are with the
engines turning at a maximum 2800 rpm.

East Waste CEO Geoff Johnston with Laurie Kennedy, Cummins truck engine business manager for SA. “Cummins has
given us a solid foundation and we’ve been able to build a business around that foundation,” says Johnston.

The 8.3-litre Cummins C-series engine is a major
contributor to the popularity of the Iveco ACCO in waste
collection, says Geoff Johnston, chief executive officer of
Adelaide-based East Waste.
East Waste started running ACCOs nine years ago and today
has 21 units, most of which are powered by the electronic
Cummins ISC engine rated at 280 hp.
“Cummins has given us a solid foundation and we’ve been
able to build a business around that foundation,” he asserts.
“We’ve flirted with other trucks makes – both Japanese and
European – but they haven’t been up to the task. In fact, some
haven’t been within a bull’s roar of the performance standards
we require.
“The torque of the Cummins engine allows it to work at low
rpm which is critical in garbage collection where the trucks
operate constantly in the 800 to 1300 rpm range and where
considerable power is consumed by the bin lifting and body
packing cycles,” Geoff Johnston points out.
East Waste is a local government business enterprise
comprising six equity partners – councils – in Adelaide’s
metropolitan area. It services 25% of the metropolitan area
made up of around 100,000 households.
Easte Waste was established way back in 1928 when the
horse and dray was in vogue and brick kilnes needed to be
fired up to burn the garbage.

East Waste
started running
ACCOs nine
years ago. “We
flirted with other
truck makes but
they weren’t
up to the task,”
Johnston asserts.

Today East Waste operates 23 side-loading trucks which
handle three bins per household or a total of 200,000 bins
a week. One bin (140 litres) is for weekly garbage collection
while the other two (each 240 litres) are for recyclables and
green organics which are collected fortnightly.
The trucks need to meet specific productivity targets
and that means a focus on equipment reliability, engine
performance and operator expertise.

The Custom Paks have a base rail mounting and are equipped
with fully integrated radiator cooling and heavy-duty industrial
mufflers and air cleaners.
The A-series engines take full advantage of Cummins’
experience in high durability engineering associated
with larger, heavy-duty engines. As a result, they feature
exceptionally robust components for engines of this size.
This inherent mechanical strength enables impressive levels of
performance to be achieved.

“This business is geared around having exactly the right
number of trucks for the job. We don’t have spare trucks
sitting around,” says Geoff Johnston.

The A-series also provide the simplicity of natural aspiration,
with turbocharging only required on the most powerful
45 kW model. Dual hydraulic pump mounts are offered while
the gear-driven PTO has front or rear-mount capability.

“Each truck needs a productivity rate of more than 200 bins
an hour. You’re not in the game if you can’t meet that.

The total package is fully warranted for two years/2000 hours
whichever comes first.

“If you lose just a third of a second moving from one house
to the next you’re down around $100,000 in a year. That’s
how competitive and marginalised the business is.”

With the release of the A-series Custom Paks, Cummins now
offers a Custom Pak range spanning 31 to 540 hp.

East Waste has begun trialing a biodiesel B20 blend
(20% biodiesel/80% diesel) in several trucks and is working
with Cummins Adelaide on the project. The biodiesel is
produced from waste vegetable oils and animal fats.
Another East Waste project that will involve Cummins in
terms of engine testing is the use of diesel produced from
waste plastics. It has the attention of Geoff Johnston. “Around
nine million litres of diesel could be produced from the waste
plastics that are currently available in Adelaide,” he points out.

Cummins’ smallest Custom Pak range, the A-series,
is a simple, compact, robust design.

